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Part I: Log 

 
Date(s) Activity/Time STATE Standards 

PSC 

NATIONAL Standards 

ISTE NETS-C 

3/1/14 

(2 hours) 

Researched validity of Reading Eggs and began 

collecting resources teachers could use. 
PSC 2.2, 2.5,2.6, 5.2, 6.3 ISTE 2f, 4b, 6a,  

3/12/14 

(2 hours) 

Created invitation and flyer PSC 2.6,  ISTE 1b, 2a,  

3/14/14 

(2 hours) 

Created agenda for workshop PSC  2.2, 2.3, 3.1,3.2,3.5, 

6.3 
 

ISTE  2a, 2f, 2g, 2h, 3d, 3f, 

4b, 6a, 

3/15/14 

(3 hours) 

Created Lesson Plan for workshop PSC  2.2, 2.3, 3.1,3.2,3.5, 

6.3 
 

ISTE 1d, 2e, 2g, 

3/18/14 

(1 hour ) 

Conducted workshop with speech teachers during 

lunch. 

PSC 2.2, 2.5,2.6, 3.2,3.4,3.5, 

3.7,6.3, 

 

ISTE 2f, 2g, 2h, 3d, 3f, 4b, 

6a, 

3/18/14 

(1 hour ) 

Conducted workshop after school with certified 

paraprofessionals. 

PSC 2.2, 2.5,2.6 ISTE 2f, 2g, 2h, 3d, 3f, 4b, 

6a, 

3/19/14 

(2 hours) 

Created a script for screencast-o-matic pro PSC 2.6, 5.2, 6.3 ISTE 2f, 4b 

3/20/14 

(3 hours) 

Created screen cast of workshop for follow-up 

viewing. This consisted of using Screencast-o-

matic Pro to create two separate screencasts of 

my narration of directions and recording 

computer sound of Reading Eggs and joining the 

two clips together. 

PSC 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5,2.6, 

2.8,3.4,3.5, 3.6,6.3 

ISTE 2a, 2c, 3b, 3c, 3e 

3/22/14 

(1 hour) 

Reviewed surveys and posted on Weebly PSC 6.2 ISTE 2f, 6c 

3/24/14 

(30 min) 

Posted YouTube video of screencast on school 

server. Emailed the participants giving them the 

link to video and reminding them of where to find 

the video on the server. 

PSC 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8,  ISTE 2e, 2h, 3c, 6a, 6b 

    

    

 Total Hours: [30 hours ]   

 

 

DIVERSITY 
(Place an X in the box representing the race/ethnicity and subgroups involved in this field experience.) 

Ethnicity P-12 Faculty/Staff P-12 Students 
 P-2 3-5 6-8 9-12 P-2 3-5 6-8 9-12 

Race/Ethnicity:         



 Asian      x   

 Black      x   

 Hispanic      x   
 Native American/Alaskan Native         

 White x     x   

 Multiracial      x   

Subgroups:         

 Students with Disabilities      x   

 Limited English Proficiency      x   

 Eligible for Free/Reduced Meals      x   

 

 

Part II: Reflection 
 

 

 

CANDIDATE REFLECTIONS: 
(Minimum of 3-4 sentences per question) 

 

1. Briefly describe the field experience. What did you learn about technology facilitation and 

leadership from completing this field experience? 

 

I was excited to present this material to this group of teachers.  The teachers were interested in the 

content and having and interested audience is gratifying. I wish I could have had them all together 

but scheduling did not permit that.  I was most especially excited about working with the speech 

teachers because they were the most curious about the Reading Eggs program.  They gave me 

informative feedback about how this program could help them in their speech lessons and how it 

could help me with my students who are enrolled in speech.  This turned out to be more 

collaboration than I anticipated as I was also the recipient of some useful information. 

 

Most teachers are using Reading Eggs in a very sequential fashion which is fine for those at-risk 

students who need letter/sound identification.  However, speech students may know these 

connections and just need the repetition of hearing the correct sounds.  For these students I can use 

their speech goals to put them in specific skills in Reading Eggs. 

 

 

 

2. How did this learning relate to the knowledge (what must you know), skills (what must you 

be able to do) and dispositions (attitudes, beliefs, enthusiasm) required of a technology 

facilitator or technology leader? (Refer to the standards you selected in Part I. Use the 

language of the PSC standards in your answer and reflect on all 3—knowledge, skills, and 

dispositions.) 
 

The staff has not received any training on Reading Eggs and this lack of training required me to 

investigate the ways teachers might use the program to better help their students (PSC 2.6).  As I 

found ways in which to further engage students with the program, I wanted to create a resource 

teachers could go back and refer to.  I emailed this group of teachers informing them I had created 

a follow up video and uploaded it to the server and where they could find it.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. Describe how this field experience impacted school improvement, faculty development or 

student learning at your school. How can the impact be assessed? 

 

This workshop had a positive impact on speech teachers as they found the material useful to their 

purposes.  They were excited to see the ability for students to log in at home on a computer or 

iPad. They felt they could direct parents to use specific parts of the program to help their child’s 

speech issues.   

 

 

 

 
 

 


